
fee.arkitrpry* We hatfe' evolved cer-
tain rules about calling-attention- 
notices, because tine names are so 
many, there is some kind of ballot, 
•and we have now limited the num-
ber to live- Now, the stage ha* come 
perhaps when we have to resort to a 
similar measure with a thing like this 
also. Therefore, 1 would give a chance 
to all those hon. Members to say 
something, but only on this condition 
thal I shall enforce another rule that 
whenever a Member repeats the 
arguments of another, 1 shall cut that 
out. I  shall give a chance to every-
body provided he makes a new point 
and is brief. Let hon. Members not 
auu&e that. Now, Shri G. Y. Knshnan.

<U) PKOi'OisUJ CMJbUKL OF KOLAtt GOLIi 
MlNEfe.

SHRI G. Y. KRISHNAN (Kolar): I 
raise a matter of vital importance 
affecting thousands of labourers in the 
Kolar Gold Mines. The Kolar Gold 
Mines which was started in 1884 by 
Messrs John Taylor Co. and natio-
nalised during 195? is lacing a gloomy 
future on account of the ineffective 
and inefficient functioning of the 
managing director of the company. 
It is reliably learnt that he has often 
lecommended to the Government to 
close the mines and tone Government 
i* seriously considering the same 
A* per the report of the Ministry 
of Steel and Mines, 1973-74, the 
estimated ore reserves in the KGF as 
on 3Ht March, 1973 are 44,66.536 
tonnes. This is quite sufficient for 
the operations of the Kolar Gold 
Mines for another 1J> to 20 years, even 
if new ores are not located. It is a 
common feeling that the Kolar Gold 
Mines is uneconomical^ working. 
Hut the report of the Ministry of 
Steel and Mines itself states that the 
the company is required to make over 
the entire gold production to Govern-
ment at the IMF, rate, which is very 
much lower than the market price

MR. D13>UTY-SPEAKER; That is 
"11 right You have made the point.

MW$r$ wdwr VAISAKHA 10,
Rule 377

1896 (SAKt; Matters under 270 
ityle 377

SHRI G Y. KRISHNAN: It is said 
like that in the report. The quan-
tum of subsidy being given to ttie 
company is also low. Hence, any 
proposal to close down the mines is 
not tenable. This gold mine which 
is the economic backbone of the 
country is producing one-third of the 
world’s gold. The gol<j requirements 
for the industrial and economic pur-
poses will have to come from these 
mines only. The total production of 
ore and gold produced has fallen to 
lei* than half of tkia4. in the preced-
ing years__

MR DEFUTY-SPEAKER: You are 
only to raise a point; not to make 
a long speech.

SHRI G. Y. KRISHNAN: This is
actually vwiat is going on there.

MR DEPUTY-SPEAKER: You are
to make a point only; not to make a 
long speech. Obviously, you have 
come prepared for a very big debate.

SHRI G. Y. KRISHNAN: The total 
production of the ore mind and the 
gold produced has fallen to less than 
half of v*hat was therein ttoe preced-
ing years According to the report 
of the Mwis‘ry----

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER. You 
have raised the point. Let the others 
also have their say and the Govern-
ment mav come forward with their 
reply.

SHRI G. Y KRISHNAN: 1 have
not completed my say. This comet 
under my constituency.

MR. DEFUTY-SPEAKER: That*
mu> be so. but you are only raising 
a point under rule 377 and >’ou are 
not to make a big speech on that.

SHRI G. Y. KRISHNAN: I have 
not concluded. (Interruption*).

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Order,
please. It is going to be 3 O’clock, 
and you cannot go on like that.

SHRI G. Y. KRISHNAN: I will
make only three or four points. That
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fShri G. Y. JCrisluymJ 
is all. The iDid n m  lor the in-
dustry—

SHEX S. M. BASmUOSK: The Fin-
ance Bill is coming, and this tnay be 
pointed out in that debate.

|IR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: That is
also a point. When the Finance Bill 
is taken up, this may be raised at that
time.

SHRI G. Y. KRISHNAN; The gold 
required for the industrial and eco-
nomic purposes will have to come 
from the K G F and the Hatli Mines. 
This being so, the present Managing 
Director is trying to close down the 
mines by withdrawing the worker

MR. D EPU TY-SPEA KER : Now, I
call upon Shri Mallanna.

SHRI G. Y. KRISHNAN: Sir. what 
Isay is quite relevant.

MR. -D EPU TY-SPEAKER : The
Minister will reply to you. Do not 
make a lon8 speech. Now, Mr. Mal-
lanna.

SHRI G. Y. KRISHNAN: The Man-
aging- Director is trying to close down 
tfce mine by withdrawing... .

MR. D EPU TY-SPEAKER : Order,
please. He is trying to take too much 
advantage. Shri Mallanna.

SHRI K. M ALLAN N A (Madhu- 
girij; Sir, there are three or four 
points to be considered *n connection 
with this matter. One is, the repor: 
of the Ministry of Steel and Mines 
does not contemplate the closure of 
the mines. That is one thing. Then, 
the report of the Ministry of 
Seel and Mines does not **y anything 
about the closure of the mines, and 
if the mine is closed there will be 
also the unemployment problem. The 
employees belonging to the weaker 
sections of the population wiU sutler ' 
Hie most. The third point is this. 
Many instruments and other articles 
are sold as scrap indiscriminately. 
Tfc* last point is, we m e  losing * sub-

staatial of fold bar eiosiag
^he mints*

So, I  request th* hon. Minister to 
have aa  inquiry into the matter and 
appoint an expert committee. I re-
quest him to consider whether it is 
feasible or not.

SHRI K. LAKAPPA: It is not a ques-
tion of discussion or drawing the atten-
tion of the Government. It is because 
of the urgency of the situation. The 
situation is serious. The entire eco-
nomy of the country is based on the 
gold available in the gold mines. The 
technical issue involved has not been 
made out by many hon. Members and 
it needs to be discussed. Many issues 
are involved. The alarming situation 
is that the management is being pushed 
to see that the entire gold mine is 
closed. The reasons that they are 
giving untanable and they are 
manipulated in such a way that the 
entire gold mine should be closed 
down. It is not only detrimental to 
the interests of large sections of em-
ployees who are working there bur 
also detrimental to the interest of the 
nation. The availability of new reser-
ves has not been explored; technical 
operation^ have ont been begun. How 
can you close down a gold mine which 
can be operated in a remunerative 
ways?

. MR. D EPU TY-SPEAKER : You have 
posed the question; let the Minister 
reply now.

SHRI K LA K K A P P A : The manage-
ment iff making all efforts to close 
down the mines. We are having a 
competent Minister today we want to 
pay glorious tributes to him. A high 
level committee should be appointed 
to see that the whole thing is examin-
ed. Otherwise I would like to seek 
ytmr premise!on to raise another full 
discussion on  tMs issue.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKJBR: That is
suggestion for action. New please re-
sume your teat.

SHRI K. L4XXJ& PA: Iasek *attr 
.  pnmctfam- i k t t M  i!r HiiilMt*


